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1. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow : 

I want to share with you, the life lessons these events have taught me. I will begin with
the importance of learning from experience. It is less important, I believe, where you
start. It is more important how and what you learn. If the quality of the learning is
high, the development gradient is steep, and, given time, you can find yourself in a
previously unattainable place.

Learning from experience, however, can be complicated. It can be much more difficult
to learn from success than from failure. If we fail, we think carefully about the precise
cause. Success can indiscriminately reinforce all our prior actions.

 A second theme concerns the power of chance events. As I think across a wide variety
of settings in my life, I am struck by the incredible role played by the interplay of
chance  events  with  intentional  choices.  While  the  turning  points  themselves  are
indeed often fortuitous, how we respond to them is anything but so. It is this very
quality of how we respond systematically to chance events that is crucial. 

 Of course, the mindset one works with is also quite critical. It matters greatly whether
one believes that ability is inherent or that it can be developed. The former view, a
fixed  mindset,  creates  a  tendency  to  avoid  challenges,  to  ignore  useful  negative
feedback and leads people to plateau early and not achieve

their full, potential. The latter view; a growth mindset, leads to a tendency to embrace
challenges,  to  learn  from  criticism  and  enables  people  to  reach  higher  levels  of
achievement.

The  fourth  theme  is  cornerstone  of  the  Indian  spiritual  tradition:  self-knowledge.
Indeed,  the  highest  form of  knowledge, it  is  said,  is  self-knowledge.  I  believe this
greater awareness and knowledge of oneself is what ultimately helps develop a more
grounded  belief  in  oneself,  courage,  determination,  and,  above  all,  humility  -  all
qualities which enables one to wear one's success with dignity and grace.

I would like to end with some words of advice. Do you believe that your future is pre-
ordained, and is already set? Or, do you believe that your future is yet to be written
and that it will depend upon sometimes fortuitous events? Do you believe that these
events  can  provide  turning  points  to  which  you  will  respond  with  energy  and
enthusiasm? Do you believe that you will learn from these events and that you will
reflect on your setbacks? Do you believe that you will examine your successes with
even greater care? I hope you believe that the future will be shaped by several turning
points with great learning opportunities. In fact,  this is the path I  have walked to
much advantage.



A final word: when, one day, you have made your mark on the world, remember that,
in  the  ultimate  analysis,  we  are  all  mere  temporary  custodians  of  the  wealth  we
generate, whether it be financial, intellectual, or emotional. The best use of all your
wealth is to share it with those less fortunate.

 Go forth and embrace your future with open arms, and enthusiastically pursue your
own life journey of discovery!

Questions: 

a. Why  does  the  writer  feel  it  is  easier  to  learn  from failure  than  from
success?                                                                                           

b. How can experience help a person or an enterprise to grow?             
c. According to the writer how does one benefit from chance events?   
d. How do people with a positive mindset benefit from experience?      
e. According  to the writer  what  are  the qualities  that  are  essential  for  a

person to succeed gracefully?                                                           
f.  Pick out words/phrases from the passage which are similar in meaning to

the following:                                                                                
i. unexpected (para 3)
ii. hard to believe (para 3)
iii. foundation (para 5)
iv. caretakers (para 7)


